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Abstract
Improvements are proposed in the application of the Digital Image Correlation
method, a technique that compares digital images of a specimen surface before and after
deformation to deduce its surface (2-D) displacement field and strains. These refinements,
tested on translations and rigid body rotations were significant with regard to the computer efficiency and convergence properties of the method. The necessity of using the
framework of large deformation theory to accurately compute large rigid body rotation
is demonstrated. In addition, the formulation of the algorithm was extended so as to
compute the three-dimensional surface displacement field from Scanning Tunneling Microscope topographies of a deforming specimen. The resolution of this new displacement
measuring method at the nanometer scale was assessed on translation and uniaxial tensile
tests and was found to be 4.8 n m for in-plane displacement components and 1.5 n m for
the out-of-plane one spanning a 10 x 10 p m area.

Introduction
Experimental methods in solid mechanics rely heavily on surface displacement
measurements. To that end, many optical methods have been developed such as optical
interferometry, high resolution Moire (Post, 1985) or CGS (Tippur e t al., 1991) to

name a few. In 1983, Sutton e t al. proposed a technique by which two-dimensional
correlation using white or laser speckles, may be applied to obtain the deformation of
a body via comparison of digital video images of its surface in the undeformed and
deformed configurations with a typical spatial resolution of 0.1 mm. This technique
has demonstrated good flexibility and accuracy. Investigations have even been pursued
to extend the method to measure three-dimensional displacement field through stereo
imaging (Euo e t al., 1993).
As the need for smaller scale investigations related to inhomogeneous materials
(fiber-matrix composites) and micromechanics issues grew, correlation based displacement measurements were performed on digital images acquired in a Scanning Electron
Microscope with a spatial resolution on the order of m 1 pm (James e t al., 1990).
However, in this latter case, the computations were limited to two -dimensional (in-plane)
displacement field and the Fourier based correlation algorithm required strong smoothing
of the results precluding the observation of eventual inhomogeneities in the displacement
field at the submicron level.
In 1982, the Scanning Tunneling Microscope or STRa was introduced (Binnig e t al.,
1982). Based on the quantum tunneling effect, STMs record surface topographies with
a spatial resolution ranging from an unprecedented 0.01A to tens or even hundreds of
nanometers and therefore seem particularly suited for micromechanical investigations.
The though is close at hand, then, that if STM scans are compared by way of Digital
Image Correlation, not only could the spatial resolution of the measurements be increased
significantly and in-plane displacements and strains be measured at the nanometer scale
but, in addition, since the images are surface topographies, out-of-plane displacements
could be determined as well with very high accuracy.
In this paper, some modifications to the two-dimensional Digital Image Correlation
algorithm as developed by the group around Sutton and McNeil are proposed to extract
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the three-dimensional displacement field from STM topographs of the same specimen

area before and after deformation with increased robustness and speed. In addition, some
data post-processing issues are discussed which facilitate the accurate determination of
rigid body rotations. Finally, experimental correlation results are presented from both
standard CCD and STM images to validate the aforementioned modifications

1.

The Digital Image Correlation Method
The modifications sought to the original Digital Image Correlation code (DIC)

are closely tied to the inner workings of the algorithm. Therefore, the two-dimensional
correlation scheme is reviewed in the following section. The three-dimensional extension
to the code is then presented and its numerical implementation is discussed. Finally, some
postprocessing issues related to the computation of the in-plane strains and rigid body
rotation angle are addressed.
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A surface profile, as obtained by a Scanning Tunneling Microscope, is simply a
discrete record of the "height" of the surface at grid points assigned to a specimen surface,
the sampling interval being typically on the order of 10 nm. Let f (x, y) represent
the surface profile of a specimen in an undeformed state at point G(x, y), and g ( E , 9
the surface profile after deformation at point

d(~,y7.If one assumes that the profile

pattern before deformation is uniquely related to the profile pattern after deformation,
this suggests a correlation of these two patterns to detect the profile difference that is the
object deformation. Restricting ourselves for the moment to in-plane deformation, let x
be the mapping from the undeformed to the deformed configuration, written symbolically

G -+

= x(G) such that g(Z,9 = f (x,y).

Relation (I), expressed in terms of coordinates ( x , y ) and ( S ,y3 of G and 2; respectively9can be rewritten as

where u and v are the in-plane displacement components of G .
Let

coof coordinate (Zo ,GO)be the image of Go ( s oyo)
, through X. Let S be

a subset of points around GOand S be a subset around

do, the image of S through X.

Assuming S to be sufficiently small, equation (2) can be rewritten as
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Relation (3) defines a local mapping XIwhich is the linearization of
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a correlation coefficient C
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The relations (4) are inappropriate when f and g are discrete sets of data; instead,
the integrals in (4) are replaced by a sums over the grid points Gs contained in S,

The formulation presented above establishes a correspondence between the physical
problem of measuring displacement to the mathematical issue of minimizing a function C
with respect to six coefficients. The Digital Image Correlation algorithm can be therefore
viewed as nothing but a non-linear optimization scheme, the details of which are discussed
in section 1.3.b.

1.2

Three dimensional Digit aJ Image Correlation on STM scans

T i e minimization of the correlation coefficient C as discussed in the preceding
section should yield the in-plane displacement and displacement derivatives at a given
point Go.Since STM scans represent surface topographies, one should be able to extract
the out-of-plane displacement component as well. There are two ways of obtaining this
information. The first involves invoking the two dimensional correlation method, as
described above. Once the displacement component (uo,vo) at point Goare known, the
out-of-plane displacement wo can be computed as

200

=

g(Z

= xo

+ uo, g = yo + v o )

-

f(X0,

Yo).

This scheme is very straight forward. However it is also likely to be the most error
sensitive : the gradients of g may be locally large and thus a small inaccuracy in uo and
vo could induce large errors in wo.

The second approach includes directly wo into the computation of the correlation
coefficient C and then minimizing C not only with respect to the six in-plane parameters
but additionally with respect to wo. This goal could be accomplished for any definition of
a correlation coefficient; however, because of programming considerations, this technique
was used here only for the least square coefficient which, in this case, can be written as

In equation (7), wo appears now as a global offset in "height" between the two scans
and assuming the dimension of subset S to be small, it approximates the out-of-plane
displacement component at Go.
Finally, it should be noted that since Gs is a grid point in the undeformed configuration, f (Gs) is defined. On the other hand,

= xI(Gs) may not be at a grid point

in the deformed configuration. Consequently interpolations over the deformed field are
necessary so that g ( g ) is defined for any

in the deformed field.

1.3 Implementation of the numerical scheme

The numerical implementation of this displacement measurement technique consists
of two main parts. First, an interpolation scheme was programmed to evaluate the
surface height at non-grid points in the deformed topographs. Further, a second-order
optimization method was devised to minimize the least square correlation coefficient with
respect to the seven mapping parameters.

a. Interpolation Scheme
The Digital Image Correlation code was initially implemented with a bilinear interpolation scheme. However, the lack of C1continuity of this method was detrimental to
the convergence properties of the overall displacement measurement technique (Bruck et

al., 1989),especially for rough topographic profiles. Therefore a third-degree polynomial
interpolation often referred to as the bicubic spline interpolation was considered, ensuring
the continuity of the topographic in-plane derivatives resulting in
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b.

Optimization Scheme
The most important feature of the correlation scheme is the minimization of C in

,
uos VO,
equation (7)with respect to the mapping parameters of ~ 1namely

UO,,,

VO,~,

uo,,, vo,, and the out-of-plane component WO. Let these seven quantities define a sevendimensional space D such that

D

= { P E 1 ~ I' P(u,v,u.,vy,uy,vZ,~)}.

(9)

Thus, if P is the unknown vector, the mapping ~1 can be considered to be a function
of P and, through XI in (7), C = C(P), that is

where

Let Po be. a vector in D and let P be the vector solution of the minimization problem.
Writing C ( P ) as a truncated Taylor series around Poleads to

Since P defines a minimum, V C ( P ) = 0. Consequently, taking the gradient of (12)
yields
V V C ( P , ) ( P - Po) = -VC(Po).

(13)

Solving for P iteratively from equation (13) will converge to the solution of the minimization problem. This scheme, called the Newton-Raphson optimization method (Bruck e t
a1.,1989), may be computer intensive since it requires the knowledge of V V C ( P ) ,the
Hessian matrix of C at P , defined as
(

P

)=

d2C
(apiapj
)i=l,T;j=l,7'

However, we note that, if C is chosen according to (7), it may then only be necessary to
compute the first derivatives of C with respect to P, i.e. the components of VC,

To show this, we find from (10)

and upon taking another derivative, Hessian matrix terms are obtained as

Equation (17) gives an exact formulation of the Hessian matrix of C at P . However (17)
can be approximated when P is close to the exact solution (Jayakumar, 1987). In that
case
F(Gs,P ) = f ( G s )
and therefore

This approximation in the calculation of the Hessian matrix makes the method easy to
implement since equation (19) involves terms such as
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may be calculated as

Derivatives of Z(Gs, P ) with respect to 5 or f are easily computed from (20).

This minimization method depends on the starting point Po.Before executing this
calculation, a coarse optimization scheme determines therefore an initial guess : the
displacement derivatives and out-of-plane displacement are set to zero and all possible
integer values of uo, vo within a given range are tried. The set (uo,vo, 0, 0, 0, 0,O)
that produces the lowest correlation coefficient is then used as the starting guess for the
optimization procedure.

1.4 Postprocessing

Comparing two images with Digital Image Correlation yields seven variables at
preselected pixel locations in the reference image, namely u, v, w, u,, u,, v,, v, . These
parameters define locally the mapping that brings the undeformed image to the deformed
one. It is then possible to extract the local in-plane strains at each computational point
from the displacement gradients which one determines.
Earlier work on the method (Sutton et al., 1986) has employed the framework of
small deformation theory to compute in-plane strains and the local rigid body rotation
angle 9

However preliminary tests of this code showed that when two images were compared,
which differed only by a rigid body rotation of angle 9, this angle could only be deduced
accurately for 9 5 10"; in addition and more importantly, erroneous rotation-induced
"straining" was observed. This inconsistency is implicit in the small deformation theory
itself. To show this, let us assume that the deformed image is the result of a rigid body
rotation of amount 9 of the reference image; a point P of coordinate ( x, y ) in the
undeformed configuration is then mapped to

a

( Z, ) in the deformed configuration by
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Consequently, the resulting displacement components u and v are :

From u and v, the components of the strain tensor ,,E

eyy, Ezy as well as the apparent

rigid body rotation angle 8' can be computed as
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=
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If "0 is small enough" (small deformation theory), equation (27) becomes

Thus, as long as 0 ( O2

) is below the resolution of the Digital Image Correlation code,

processing its output in the small deformation theory framework will yield an accurate
estimate for the local strain tensor components and rigid body rotation angle. It was found,
however, that the resolution in strain from correlation data can be as low as 2 x
(Bruck et al., 1989) which means that rigid body rotation of the amount of 1" will
induce an apparent detectable (small deformation) strain. In other words, the "sufficiently
small 8" statement translates for our purposes to "0 << 1" " to rightfully use the small
deformation theory for processing the data.

It is experimentally very difficult to guarantee that deforming a specimen will not
induce a rigid body rotation of more than lo and it becomes thus mandatory to draw
on the large deformation theory. Accordingly, the in-plane deformation tensor F,the
Right Cauchy-Green tensor C and the Lagrangian strain tensor y are evaluated at every
computational point from u,, u,, vz and v, by

The local rigid body deformationpart of the deformationprocess Q may then be computed
through the Polar Decomposition Theorem,

In component form, Q can be written as

and hence 0 can be computed. An error analysis of this formulation reveals that
Error in?

au au av av
ax7ay' a x yay
au au av av
= Error in ax9ay9ax7aya
FS

Error in t a n ( $ )

Error in - - - -

Therefore, if the uncertainty in the in-plane displacementderivatives is

(32)

it will result

in an error of 0.1% in strains whereas the error in the rigid body rotation angle 8 will be
at most

radians or 5.7 x loe2

O.

We thus expect the determination of 0 to be more

accurate than that of strains.
There is more to the accurate computation of 0 than merely extracting another
deformation parameter from the comparison of two images; it is also essential to the proper
and understandable representation of the displacement field: If the mapping between the
undeformed and deformed image is a combination of a deformation process superposed

on some rigid body rotations the in-plane displacement component will reflect both. It
follows that, if the deformation induced displacements are small compared to the field
under observation, the displacements induced by the rigid rotation will cloud the data.
It is therefore extremely important to accurately extract any rotation Q (and to correct,
if necessary, the data accordingly by ascribing the measured displacement to a rotation
Q-I).

To this end, the global rigid body rotation of a given deformation field is estimated

by taking the average of the local rigid body rotation angle at every pixel location where
DIC computations are carried out.

2.

Experimental Code Validation
In order to explore the computational efficiency of the method, four different Digital

Image Correlation codes (DIC) were written around the same skeleton scheme. The first
code, referred to as the Exact Least Square DIC, implements the two dimensional correlation method with the exact Hessian matrix calculation for the Least Square Correlation
coefficient (eq. (17)). The second, referred to as the Approximate DIC, is also a two
dimensional scheme but uses the approximate Hessian matrix formulation for the Least
Square Correlation coefficient (eq. (19)). The third code is the now well accepted DIC
based on the Cross-Correlationcoefficient developed by Sutton e t UP. (Sutton e t al., 1983,
Bruck e t a l , 1989). Finally, the fourth program, referred to as three dimensional DIC,
is the extension of the Approximate DIC scheme to three dimensions (eq. (7)), that is, it
involves, besides the in-plane displacement and displacement derivatives the out-of-plane
displacement component as well.
Four sets of experiments were carried out to evaluate the four correlation programs
and to assess their performance. First, translation tests were performed on speckle patterns
(not STM data) using a CCD camera-frame grabber combination. The subsequent images
were compared through each of the four DIC schemes to check their accuracy and
resolution. Second, rotation tests were performed on the same white speckle pattern

to assess the validity of the data processing scheme presented in section 1.4. Finally
translation and uniaxial tensile tests were carried out with a specifically designed Scanning
Tunneling Microscope (Vendroux and Knauss, 1994a). The resulting topographs were
compared by way of the three dimensional DIC so as to evaluate the STM-DIC scheme

as a full displacement field measurement method at the nanometer scale. The following
presents the results of these experiments.

2.1

Translation Tests on Speckle Patterns
- experiments were performed on PIviiviA specimens which surfaces were first
llese
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coated with a layer of white paint and then splattered with black paint so as to create a
speckle pattern as shown in Figure 1. The specimens were mounted on a translation stage
driven by a NRC actuator (model 360-30) with a resolution of 0.1 p m and its surface was
imaged by an 8-bit CCD camera possessing a 640 x 480 square pixel viewing field. The
magnification of the optical set-up was determined by measuring the distance between
two marks on the specimen surface by way of a microscope ( x 100) and by determining
the location of the corresponding pixels in the digital images. This calibration yielded a
pixel size of 0.06647 mm f0.3%." Digital images of the specimen surface were acquired
for various amounts of translation through a frame grabber board in a 486-50 MHz PC.
Each image was then compared to the first image of the translation sequence by way of
the four DIC codes on a Sun station LX. The displacement field was computed at 121
points which positions ( x i , y j ) were defined in the reference image as

a The error bar on the pixel size was estimated by evaluating the error associated with both

the distance measurement under the microscope, namely
the corresponding pixel locations, i.e. f 1 pixel.

f 0.01 mm, and determination of

Each computation was carried out with a subset size of 41 x 41 pixel centered at
every computational point and involved the determination of the in-plane displacement
component u and v, the in-plane strains r,, ,y,, ,y,, and the rigid body rotation angle

0. The codes also provided the average and standard deviation of all these quantities at
the 121 points.
Figure 2 presents a comparison between the prescribed displacement and the result
of the Exact Least Square DIC. A straight line is least square fitted to the experimental
data and its equation is found to be

M e a - Bm-slatinn (pixel) = 0,9984 I>resrr T r a m l ~ i n n(pixel) - 9.94 x l!r3 (34)
The average error associated with the Exact DIC computations amounts to 0.17% which
is well within the calibration error of the pixel size (0.3%). While these results validate
the DIC algorithm, one needs to assess the error pointwise to compare the performance
of the four codes. Table 1 presents the standard deviation of the total measured in-plane
displacement s ( J m ) as well as the standard deviation of the three in-plane strains
~(r..).

s(r,,), s(rZr), the average rigid body rotation angle 8, its standard deviation

s(0) and finally the average total computational time for the four DIC schemes.
We first note that all four codes render very comparable performance. The size of
the measured translation

d

m differs maximally by only 2 x

pixel at each

computational points for these DIC schemes. The standard deviation of the displacement
computation over the field reveals how uniform the translation is: It quantifies the error
associated with DIC methods in determining in-plane displacement information from the
comparison of two digital images before and after deformation. Therefore we can assert
that, for any of the four DIC codes, the resolution in the in-plane displacement component
is statistically equal to the standard deviation of the translation field as presented in Table
1, that is, conservatively,

pixel. This figure compares well with what has been

achieved in previous work (Bruck et al., 1989).

Following the same rationale to analyze the in-plane strain results, one estimates
the strain resolution to be 8 x

low4 pixel/pixel.

This number is again consistent

with the results from other correlation codes. However, the error is large enough to
preclude the use of the computed strains to accurately characterize the deformation field
pointwise. Because of equation (32), the error on the rigid body rotation is nevertheless
very reasonable at 3.26 x

lo-"

B.

While the results in Table 1 suggest that the four DIC schemes perform numerically
similarly, the efficiency of each of the code, measured by the average computation time
are measurably different. Focussing first on the three two-dimensional schemes, the
approximate least square formulation runs 12% faster than the exact least square one
and 25% faster than the cross correlation's for the same resolution. The computational
speed is scaled by the complexity of the Hessian matrix calculation at each iteration
and therefore the simplest code, i.e. the approximate least square scheme outperforms
the other two. The three-dimensional DIC code adds one more degree of freedom to
the problem (the out-of-plane displacement component) and is thereby slower than the
approximate scheme but still faster than the exact ones.

A further argument is made in favor of the approximate least square DIC formulation
if one examines the convergence properties of the four codes. Such characteristics were
obtained by executing the optimization routine of each of the schemes on two images
translated relative to each other by a known amount; but, rather than using a coarse search
routine to obtain a first approximation of the translation, the algorithm was started at a user
defined guess of the in-plane displacement component u and v, the in-plane displacement
derivatives being set systematically at zero. Let uo and

VQ

be the actual translation

along the X and Y axes between the two images. Let u and v be the guess entered in
the optimization routine. One can assess the adequacy of the guess by considering the

quantity

The largest value of T for which the optimization scheme, starting at (u,v), converges
is called the "radius of convergence", denoted by R, which
systematically to (uo,vo)
characterizes the robustness of the different algorithms. Obviously the value of R is
dependent on the two images involved in the correlation as well as on the specific location
at which they are compared; but R was found to be consistent within one pixel from point
to point and from one pair of images to another, therefore offering a reliable measure of
the convergence properties for a given DIC code. Table 2 presents the average values of
the radius of convergence R for the four different DIC codes.
These results indicates that, for the same final computational result, the robustness
of the DIC schemes based on the approximate least square formulation is much better
than that for both exact formulations. A tentative explanation for this result lies in the
fact that the two exact schemes require the computation of the second derivatives of
the image intensity with respect to the six parameters of the deformation mapping (see
equation (17)). This calculation seems to incur more error than it is supposed to correct.
The approximate formulation, involving only the first derivatives of the image intensity
appears to yield a more accurate Hessian matrix and therefore the convergence properties
are better,
From the results of the translation experiments, it appears that the approximate
formulation of the Hessian matrix based on the least square correlation coefficient provides
the same resolution as any other schemes but at higher speed and with greater robustness.
The three-dimensional DIC, also based on the same approximation, exhibits similar
performance as its two-dimensional counterpart with a slightly reduced computational
efficiency due to the addition of one more degree of freedom to its optimization routine.
Therefore, in the rest of this work, every displacement field measurement is performed
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by way of the three dimensional approximate DIC code.

2.2 Rotation Tests on White Speckle Patterns

While the translation test discussed above validated and selected an efficient and robust DIC code (approximate evaluation of the Hessian matrix for a least square correlation
coefficient) the following rotation experiments were performed to confirm the necessity
of using the large deformation theory framework to accurately characterize deformation
fields.
The rotation tests were performed on the same speckle pattern as used in the translation tests. The specimen was mounted on a manual rotation stage with a resolution
capability of 8.4 x

". Digital images of the specimen surface were acquired for

various amounts of rotation and each image was then compared to the first image of the
sequence by way of the three dimensional approximate least square DIC algorithm. The
computations were carried out at the same 121 points as in the translation experiments
with a subset sin, set at 41 x 41 S z ~ l . ~

Figure 3 presents a comparison between the prescribed rotation and the average
rotation over the field, as computed by way of DIC. A straight line, least square fitted to
the experimental data, is represented by
Meas. rotation (degree) = 0.99942 Prescr. rotation (degree) - 8.9 x

loe3 "

(36)

The average error in the correlation calculations, quantified by the deviation of the leading
coefficient of the straight line from unity, therefore amounts to less than

" which

is about 1/10 of the uncertainty associated with the use of the rotation stage. As for the
translation test, the pointwise error in the measurements of the rigid body rotation can
be evaluated by the average standard deviation of the angle computed for all the images
Note that for the rotation tests, no pixel calibration is necessary.

-19considered. That error was found to be f4.1 x

" which therefore validates the

use of the large deformation theory formulation to measure the rigid body rotation angle
consistently over the computational field.
The strains associated with the various rotations are supposed to be identically zero.
However, even within the large deformation theory framework, we observed computed
strain amplitudes amounting to 0.01%, 0.07% and 3% for a rigid body rotation angle
of lo,10" and 90" respectively-For comparison, we note that small deformation theory
yields, for the same angles, strains of 0.015%, 1.5% and 100% respectively.
Three techniques have been proposed to increase the DIC resolution in strains
(Sutton et al., 1988). The first one consists of acquiring not one but several (20) digital
images of the specimen surface in the same deformation state and of averaging their
intensity, thus reducing the digitization errors associated with CCD cameras. The second
is based on increasing the subset size over which the correlation is performed at a given
computational point. The last and most efficient of these methods involves the smoothing
of the computed displacement field and i k subsequent differentiation to calculate the
strains. With this indirect technique the strain resolution can be improved to 2 x
If such is the resolution desired, one needs to be aware that, according to equation (27),

the small deformation theory formulation will translate a 1" into an "apparent" uniaxial
strain of 1.5 x

It is therefore imperative that the large deformation theory be

considered not only to determine the rigid body rotation accurately but also to compute a
rotation-independentLagrangian strain tensor.

3.

Displacement Measurements using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
In parallel to the implementation of the three dimensional DIC, a Scanning Tunnel-

ing Microscope (STM) was designed and constructed which would accommodate in-situ
deformation of macroscopic specimens (Vendroux ank Knauss, 1994a). Scanning Tunneling Microscopy is based on the local tunneling of electron between the conductive

surface of a specimen and a very sharp conductive tip (Binnig et al., 1982). The resulting
tunneling current, measured at scan grid points over the specimen allow for the surface
topography to be determined with very high resolution both in the plane of the specimen
surface and perpendicular to it. It is beyond the scope of this paper to detail the working
principle or particularities of our custom STM except to state that a typical scan acquired
by this microscope has the following characteristics:

Pixel size (spatid resolution) = 30.45 nm
Scan size = 300 x 300 pixel or 9135 x 9135 pm
bit per pixel = 16
Least Significant Bit (LSB) in out-of-plane measurement = 8.26 x
Out-of-plane resolutionc= 6.6 x

nm

nm

Conceptually, an STM topograph is similar to a digital image acquired by a CCD camera:
rather than characterizing the light intensity reflected from the surface of a specimen at
a given pixel location, it reports the relative height of the surface at that point. Two sets
of tests were performed under the STM, translation tests and uniaxial tensile tests. The
following sections presents the results of these experiments.

3.1

Translation Tests

The three dimensional correlation algorithm was found in section 2.1 to have a
10-"xel

resolution in the in-plane displacement components measurements on CCD

acquired images. Assuming that the code would perform similarly on STM topographs,
one would expect a resolution in the same quantities of 0.3 nm. It is very difficult to
translate a macroscopic specimen with that amount of accuracy and, therefore, rather than
actually determining the translation vector between two STM profiles, attention focused on
The difference between the LSB in out-of-plane measurement ant the out-of-plane resolution
is explained by the amount of noise in the piezoelectric/mechanical system (f4 LSB).

assessing how uniformly the translation under the STM was recorded. To that end pairs of
topographs of the same specimen surface area were acquired and compared by way of the
three dimensional DIC and the standard deviations of the three displacement components
were computed, thereby evaluating the pointwise error in the full displacement field
measurements.
These "translation" tests were performed on PVC specimens that were lightly polished and coated with a 40 nm thick gold-palladium layer (to ensure the conductivity of
the specimens surfaces). A typical topography of such a surface is presented in Figure 4,
each gray level in the image representing a given elevation of the surface. Pairs of profiles
of the same specimen area were acquired and compared by way of three dimensional DIC
at 121 points which location (xi, yj) in the reference image were defined as

Finally, calculations were carried out with a subset size of 41 x 41 pixel and the three
a:,1.-.,,,
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s(u), s(v) and s(w ). Table 3 presents the average of these standard deviations s(u), s(v)
and s(w) over the number of tests that were performed.

Converting these results into nanometer units and considering the standard deviation
of the displacement component over the field as a statistical error associated with their
measurements, we can assess the resolution of the STM-DIC scheme as
Resolution in in-plane displacement component = 4.8 nrn
Resolution in out-of-plane displacement component = 1.5 nm.
The value of the standard deviation for the in-plane displacement components presented
in Table 3 are significantly higher than those recorded for the translation experiments on
CCD images. Two factors contribute to that difference. First, the features contained in
a speckle pattern are widely different from those in an STM topography: while speckle

pattern images contain large amounts of medium to high spatial frequencies, STM profiles
are much smoother. DIC requires high frequency information within the correlation subset
to fine-tune its calculation; the lower the high frequency content, the lower the consistency
of the measurements and therefore the higher the standard deviation. The second cause for
higher standard deviation in DIC computation on STM scans lies in the functioning of the
microscope itself. In such an apparatus, a specimen topograph is obtained by scanning the
surface with the tunneling probe by way of a piezocerarnic actuator- Non-linearities in the
piezoceramic (hysteresis, creep) and/or electrical noise in the system affect the accuracy
with which the scanning probe is positioned over the roster points. Such uncertainty is
reflected in subsequent DIC computations by a higher standard deviation in the measured
displacement components."

3.2

Uniaxid Tensile Tests

To further validate the STM-DIC combination as a three dimensional displacement
fidc!measurezent methcd, unizid ensi!e tests were perkzed.

n i n strips ef PVC,

28 mm long and 1/32" thick were lightly polished, coated with 40 nm gold-palladium

and positioned in a load frame specially designed to fit under the microscope (Vendroux,
1994~). The specimens were then pulled in-situ, while the tip was within tunneling
range and scans of the same specimen area were acquired at different load levels. These
topographies were then compared by way of Digital Image Correlation and three dimensional displacement fields were obtained corresponding to given load increments. Figure
5 presents an example of such a test sequence. In that specific case, the loading direction

was 9.5" off the Y (observation) axise and the reference scan was acquired at the highest
Actually the three dimensional DIC results on STM scans have exposed the limitations of
the classical scanning devices in STMs and based on this knowledge a new scanning head
design is currently being developed to increase the consistency of STM measurements.
The current STM design does not allow for any in-plane rotation adjustment of the STM
with respect to the specimen.

load level of the experiment (unloading test), thus yielding an apparent compression.
The uniaxial strain along the loading direction can easily be evaluated from such data
and Figure 6 presents a comparison between strains measured with the STM and strains
recorded by way of a strain gauge attached to the specimen surface.
The agreement between the macroscopic and microscopicstrain is good, especially at
low strain levels (< 0.01 m/m). For higher strains, the STM results tend to underestimate
the strain gauge readings. It is believed that this inconsistency is related to the deformation
mechanisms of PVC as explained in (Vendroux and Knauss, 1994b).

Conclusion

Digital Image Correlation is a technique that compares digital images of a specimen
before and after deformation to deduce the two dimensional displacement field and two
dimensional strain field of its surface. The core of the method lies in the optimization
of a correlation coefficient between the two images over six parameters characterizing
the in-plane deformation, namely the in-plane displacement components u and v and the
in-plane displacement derivatives du/dx, du/dy, dv/dx and dv/dy. The original code
(Sutton et al., 1983, Bruck et al., 1989) was developed based on the computation of a
cross-correlation coefficient minimized by a Newton-Raphson numerical scheme and a
small deformation theory framework to calculate the strains and rigid body rotation angle
from the in-plane displacement derivatives.
The present work proposes an alternate formulation of the Digital Image Correlation
algorithm as well as of its data processing. First, it was found that, if the image comparison
is performed by way of a least square coefficient, the Newton-Raphson scheme can be
greatly simplified. The testing of this modified scheme on experimentaldata showed it was
not only 25% faster than the original technique for the same resolution in displacement
measurement, but also that the convergence robustness of the code was significantly
improved. Second, implementing a large deformation theory formulation to compute

the strains and rigid body rotation angle from the in-plane displacement components and
derivatives was shown to provide. a significantly improved method to characterize the
deformation field in that large rigid body rotation angles can be accurately computed (up
to 90"). In addition, such a processing reduces the coupling between rigid body rotation
and strains measurably. This feature is particularly important when one investigates
deforming systems for which the rigid body rotation is expected to be locally larger than
lo,as, for example, in crack problems since in these cases the small deformation theory

formulation will yield "apparent" uniaxial strains which are likely to be larger than the
claimed resolution of the method.
An extension of the alternate correlation algorithm is also presented to compute three
dimensional displacement field from topographic profile of a deforming specimen surface
obtained by way of Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). This further modification
in the correlation scheme was validated by in-situ translation and uniaxial tensile tests
performed under a specifically designed STM and the resolution in displacement field
measurement was found to be 4.8 n m for in-plane displacement components and 1.5 nm
for out-of-plane's over a 10 x 10 prn area.

The three dimensional correlation scheme is readily applicable to topographies obtained by means other than Probe Microscopy (STM, AFM,...). In particular Confocal
Microscopy seems particularly suited for such an application since it also yield surface
profile data of a specimen but at a scale larger than that of STMs, namely from about a
few millimeters to 60 pm. Therefore correlation based algorithms could provide a universal method to measure three dimensional surface displacement field, by way of stereo
imaging for large scales, by way of Confocal Microscopy for intermediate dimension and
finally by way of Probe Microscopy for scale ranging from tens of microns to atomistic
dimensions.
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FIGURE
4 Typical topography of a PVC specimen surface.
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